Mobile Drive-Thru Flu Shot Clinics: Process, Partnerships And Lessons Learned
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Let’s Take A Look At Idaho’s Drive-Thru Flu Shot Clinic

Establishing Workflow

How We Did It In Idaho

Partnerships

Think of the T’s
Time
Talent
Treasure
It Is More Than Just Planning
• History
• Relationships
• Partner Buy-in
• Funding

Why Engaging Pharmacy As Immunization Partners Is Important

Lessons Learned
• Contingency plans for everything, including coordinator(s) of the event
• Have an alternate plan if you need to delay or cancel clinic
• Clarifying the chain of command
• Standardization of training
• Administrative paperwork pre-populated
• Prepare immunization supplies in pre-packaged totes for each vaccination station
• Take a breath, trust the process and the people around you

Before Incorporating Pharmacy
Department of Health & Human Services now allows pharmacists to immunize starting at 3-years-old in all 50 states!